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Abstract: This paper momentarily talks about the management of disasters at the construction site, the 

effect or impact of disasters on human life and the environment, reduction in the risk factor of disaster. The 

development period of construction is inclined to various debacles that can emerge normally or through 

human mediation. New techniques developed for fast construction but for this so many types of disasters 

occur at the site of construction. Construction safety the board and mentality and the conduct of works 

intently influence the well-being of development projects. Developing countries are less able to deal with 

the causes and effects of disasters. It is vital to further develop the development businesses of the lesser 

countries to prepare them to oversee disasters. The case study is used to discuss the impact of natural and 

non-natural disasters on construction operations in this study. The report plan to research the practices 

and circumstance that has caused the disaster of the design of the development framework including Stop, 

Stations, Moving Stocks, and furthermore future developments. The investigations and findings aim further 

to improve the construction techniques and practices this will certainly give a better understanding of the 

disaster management techniques related to the structure. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Disasters cause a significant amount of harm around the world every year. A disaster is an extreme interruption of the 

working of a local area or mankind including far-reaching human, material, monetary, or ecological misfortunes and 

impacts, which beats the capacity of the impacted local area or society to adapt by utilizing its own assets. Human-

instigated disasters are the consequence of technological hazards. Examples contain rushes, fires, transportation 

mishaps, industrial mishaps, oil falls and atomic eruptions/radiation, and so on.  The Construction engineering and 

constructed environment disciplines have a durable association with disaster management. "Disaster management" can 

be defined as the range of actions designed to keep control over disaster and alternative situations and to provide a 

framework for helping those who are at hazard to avoid or improve from the effect of the disaster. 

Disasters can be categorized into the following classes according to their nature: 

i. Technical disasters are those unplanned failures of design or organization disturbing large-scale structures, or 

industrial actions that present life-threatening risks to the local community.  

ii. Natural disaster result from those components of the physical environment opposing effect to         Man and brought 

on by powers incidental to him. 

iii. Human-induced natural disasters are those that are produced by the human alteration of the environment.  
 

II. OVERVIEW 

In a developing country, so much construction occur using new techniques there for various type of disaster occurs and 

the construction business is done in a risky situation. Specialists have taken care of safety measures, which have 

upgraded the implementation in development destinations. Be that as it may, mishaps are as yet incident and there is a 

requirement for further research on this critical subject. Higher risk of Construction sites than regular commercial 

properties during disaster times for a number of reasons. To start with, the standard estimates that would shield a 

structure from a debacle, for example, seismic tremor-resistant designs or inner fire decrease frameworks, are not yet 

set up. This means the harm could be far more extensive to a building under construction than to the same building after 

the construction is complete. 
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The most widely recognized perils in the development ventures are:

i. Lifting and pushing - e.g. taking care of substantial or ungainly estimated objects.

ii. Slips, trips, falls - e.g. slipping on a wet su

iii. By hand apparatuses, for example, control devices, saws, scoops, and crowbars.

iv. Sound from hardware, for example, vibrators, solid cutters, penetrates and saws, etc.

v. Environment contaminants, for example, tidy, manufactured mineral filaments and asbestos.

vi. Slipping and tripping incidents 

The shot that these perils will bring about harm for youthful laborers is higher when they are joined with risk 

components, for example, 

i. Deficiency of supervision 

ii. Deficiency in preparing 

iii. Being unknowing about their rights 

iv. Trying to awe the manager, supervisor, or collaborators.

V. Temporary business. 

Some natural disasters occur during construction, for example,

 i. Earthquake 

ii. Flood 

iii. Storm / Hurricanes etc. 

 

An accident can be defined as an unexpected, unwanted, and uncontrolled event. An accident does not be guaranteed to 

bring about a physical issue. At construction site accid

of loss of life, harm to equipment and materials and especially those that result in damages receive the 

greatest attention. All accidents, regardless of the nature of the injury or harm, sh

simply occur, they are caused. Around 99 %, of most mishap, happen because of risky demonstrations and perilous 

circumstances, or even both. All mishaps can be forestalled by a specific activity. This dangerous condition is

additionally a risky state of being or environmental elements which could straightforwardly allow the event of a 

mishap. Mishap speculations and models have developed from just accusing specialists, conditions, and hardware into 

association jobs and obligations. 
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The most widely recognized perils in the development ventures are: 

e.g. taking care of substantial or ungainly estimated objects. 

e.g. slipping on a wet surface or tumbling from a ladder. 

iii. By hand apparatuses, for example, control devices, saws, scoops, and crowbars. 

iv. Sound from hardware, for example, vibrators, solid cutters, penetrates and saws, etc. 

v. Environment contaminants, for example, tidy, manufactured mineral filaments and asbestos.

The shot that these perils will bring about harm for youthful laborers is higher when they are joined with risk 

 

iv. Trying to awe the manager, supervisor, or collaborators. 

Some natural disasters occur during construction, for example, 

III. ACCIDENTS AND ITS CAUSES 

An accident can be defined as an unexpected, unwanted, and uncontrolled event. An accident does not be guaranteed to 

bring about a physical issue. At construction site accident cause due to natural and man-made disaster. It can be in term 

equipment and materials and especially those that result in damages receive the 

attention. All accidents, regardless of the nature of the injury or harm, should be of

simply occur, they are caused. Around 99 %, of most mishap, happen because of risky demonstrations and perilous 

circumstances, or even both. All mishaps can be forestalled by a specific activity. This dangerous condition is

additionally a risky state of being or environmental elements which could straightforwardly allow the event of a 

mishap. Mishap speculations and models have developed from just accusing specialists, conditions, and hardware into 

Fig.1: Construction Accidents 
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v. Environment contaminants, for example, tidy, manufactured mineral filaments and asbestos. 

The shot that these perils will bring about harm for youthful laborers is higher when they are joined with risk 

An accident can be defined as an unexpected, unwanted, and uncontrolled event. An accident does not be guaranteed to 

made disaster. It can be in term 

equipment and materials and especially those that result in damages receive the 

ould be of concern. Mishap don't 

simply occur, they are caused. Around 99 %, of most mishap, happen because of risky demonstrations and perilous 

circumstances, or even both. All mishaps can be forestalled by a specific activity. This dangerous condition is 

additionally a risky state of being or environmental elements which could straightforwardly allow the event of a 

mishap. Mishap speculations and models have developed from just accusing specialists, conditions, and hardware into 
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IV. DISASTER AND THEIR IMPACT

Recent Examples Some of the Disasters and their Impact on Constructed Items.

There are so many current cases of disaster at construction sites that had major physical outcomes. In July 2009, a lifted 

area of the track under construction site came smashing down there for most exceedingly bad disaster, five individuals 

died and 15 were injured. The solid portion that was damaged down was a piece of a lifted segment. This occurs at a 

construction site at Zamrudpur close to Kailash Colony in south Delhi at around 5 a.m.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2 Elevated section of the tracks under construction came crashing down in Delhi Metro

On July 2011, at a construction site in Mumbai (Chembur) a beam collapsed situation two people died, and three 

people were injured. Is case was under the RCF police.

this was because of negligence. In that situation, MMRDA members does not conclude the exact reason but they said 

that it happened due to not taking proper safety measures.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Concrete beam collapses at monorail site in Mysore Colony, Chembur (Source:

Typhoons, cyclones, floods, flames, and in any event, lightning storms all share something practically speaking. At the 

point when they hit some unacceptable area, they can cause expensive harm and put lives in danger. In 2017 alone, 

typhoons accomplished more than $265 billion in harm in the U.S. Also, boundless fierce blazes took an extra $18 

billion cost. Structures that are under dev

is basic to grasp this gamble. 
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IV. DISASTER AND THEIR IMPACT 

Recent Examples Some of the Disasters and their Impact on Constructed Items. 

There are so many current cases of disaster at construction sites that had major physical outcomes. In July 2009, a lifted 

area of the track under construction site came smashing down there for most exceedingly bad disaster, five individuals 

re injured. The solid portion that was damaged down was a piece of a lifted segment. This occurs at a 

construction site at Zamrudpur close to Kailash Colony in south Delhi at around 5 a.m.    

Fig.2 Elevated section of the tracks under construction came crashing down in Delhi Metro

, at a construction site in Mumbai (Chembur) a beam collapsed situation two people died, and three 

people were injured. Is case was under the RCF police. The police had taken an investigation and they concluded that 

this was because of negligence. In that situation, MMRDA members does not conclude the exact reason but they said 

that it happened due to not taking proper safety measures. 

ncrete beam collapses at monorail site in Mysore Colony, Chembur (Source:  Express News Service: Mumbai, 

Sat Jul 02 2011 

Typhoons, cyclones, floods, flames, and in any event, lightning storms all share something practically speaking. At the 

y hit some unacceptable area, they can cause expensive harm and put lives in danger. In 2017 alone, 

typhoons accomplished more than $265 billion in harm in the U.S. Also, boundless fierce blazes took an extra $18 

billion cost. Structures that are under development are at a high gamble in these examples. For development experts, it 

Fig. 4 Typhoons in the U.S. in 2017 
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There are so many current cases of disaster at construction sites that had major physical outcomes. In July 2009, a lifted 

area of the track under construction site came smashing down there for most exceedingly bad disaster, five individuals 

re injured. The solid portion that was damaged down was a piece of a lifted segment. This occurs at a 

Fig.2 Elevated section of the tracks under construction came crashing down in Delhi Metro 

, at a construction site in Mumbai (Chembur) a beam collapsed situation two people died, and three 

The police had taken an investigation and they concluded that 

this was because of negligence. In that situation, MMRDA members does not conclude the exact reason but they said 

Express News Service: Mumbai, 

Typhoons, cyclones, floods, flames, and in any event, lightning storms all share something practically speaking. At the 

y hit some unacceptable area, they can cause expensive harm and put lives in danger. In 2017 alone, 

typhoons accomplished more than $265 billion in harm in the U.S. Also, boundless fierce blazes took an extra $18 

elopment are at a high gamble in these examples. For development experts, it 
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V. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Vinita, et al. (2016) International Journal of Humanities and Social Sciences, ISSN 2250-3226 Volume 6, Pg No 

2-7.  Disaster Management in India, Disaster is a Disastrous situation in which the life or system has been disrupted 

and emergency interventions are essential to save and preserve lives and or the situation. Disaster Management Act 

contains man-made and natural disasters. Disasters affect human life, damage properties, and also effect on the 

environment.  

 

 Deshmukh Azhar A et al. (2016) Int. Journal of Engineering Research and Applications,     ISSN: 2248 – 9622, 

Vol. 6, Issue 5,  (Part – 7) May 2016, pp.09–14, Disaster management for cooling tower – case study,  Disasters are 

a lot of old as human history however the sensational increment and the harm brought about by them in the new past 

was becomes the reason for public and global concern. The cooling tower is a main part of the cooling water complete 

process. Cooling towers create disasters either man-made or natural. Cooling towers are gadgets that utilized cool 

modern cycles and applications to guarantee that the right temperature of the climate and the process are kept up with 

during assembling or huge modern cycles. 

 

Asanka, W.A., et al. (2016), 6th international conference on structural engineering and construction 

management, kandy, shri lanka, Pg No 59-64, Study on the Impact of Accidents on Construction Projects, As 

every construction site is carried out in hazardous atmospheres, it involvements accidents in different levels of severity, 

some producing negligible and major damages with even some resulting in a fatality. Accidents are happening at 

unplanned costs and unexpected events, therefor further research on this subject is very important. Disaster may change 

an organization’s goal and it could even make the company uncompetitive in the industry. The objectives of this 

research paper are to identify the cause and effect of the accident, the relationship between time, cost, scope, etc., and 

identify the human error caused the accident at the construction site.  

 

Stringfellow P (2014), Australasian Journal of Construction Economics and Building, 14 (2) 120-132, Pg No 121-

123  Construction contractor’s involvement in disaster management planning,  Disaster both man-made and 

natural, effect on human life and damages at a construction site, therefor government looking forward to management 

of disaster and also reduce the effect on human life and damages. For this, governments everywhere in the world are 

considering building resilience to confirm communities can improve fast and have nominal effects from a disaster. 

Building resilience is part of Disaster management and recovery. In this literature reveals construction contractors play 

a very important role to manage Disasters at the construction site. On the base of responses, the investigator has 

proposed a model to involve construction contractors within state government disaster management planning. 

 

Summary of Review: Different undesirable conditions can happen during the execution of a development project so 

that human life and the environment was suffering from the adverse effect of disaster. There for disaster management is 

very important to reduce the adverse effect of disaster.   

 

VI. METHODOLOGY TO DEAL WITH CONSTRUCTION DISASTERS 

Methods to handle with: Following steps used for disaster management: 

1. Prepare a report on the structure collapse of a construction project by disaster by a site visit. 

2. Arrangement of the investigation report on the above concentrate by recognizing the variables causing the harm and 

breakdown of the construction considered. 

3. Disaster management which includes the following steps: 

i. Planning of Mitigation. 

ii. Training about Preparedness for disaster. 

iii. Give Education related to the cause of disaster and disaster management. 

iv. Develop advanced technic at a construction site for lifting heavy structures.  

v. Make Disaster Management Act contain man-made and natural disasters. 
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VII. RISK REDUCTION IN DISASTERS 

Maintenance and review 

Incidents might occur in light of the fact that lifting equipment isn't analyzed and taken care of regularly. All equipment 

should be totally investigated before it is placed into the organization and after there has been any genuine change that 

could impact its activity. Lifting stuff may ought to be out and out assessed at breaks put down in an assessment plot 

drawn up by a capable individual, taking into account the producer's ideas. 

 

Hurricane Preparedness for Construction Sites 

In the event that you live close to a building site, your gamble becomes higher. Huge hardware that sits in the way of a 

tropical storm or the provisions for the structure task can transform into shots, making serious harm to the 

encompassing homes and properties. On the off chance that the development group doesn't go to the right lengths to 

secure gear and supplies, your home can be in danger. 

 

Reports and deserts 

Records should be kept of each and every cautious assessment and survey and of the EC Statements of Congruity for all 

lifting gear and lifting decorations. Any distortions seen should be immediately paid with all due respect to the director 

for change. If any flaw impacts the safeguarded activity of the machine, it should be altered before the machine is used. 

 

VIII. RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION: 

To decide the occupation of structures, approaches, and strategies that in hindering disasters to ensure that perils stay 

low as really practicable. How disasters and their consequences for the development period of the development 

undertaking can be tended to, including their counteraction and recreation after their event. To ensure everything 

possible assistance is given to the fire organizations, police, clinical, and other paramedical staff in showing up at the 

affected district and doing their components of salvage and alleviation. Ensure that all specialists who are reliable to 

deal with the emergency situation are totally familiar with their commitments and commitments early. 

 

Disaster preparedness plans: 

 Recognize organizational resources 

 Assign roles and responsibilities 

 Make methodology and strategies 

 Coordinate exercises that further develop calamity availability 

 

IX. CONCLUSION 

After a detailed study of the papers the conclusion has been drawn, adverse effects of disasters in the recent past year, 

there for disaster risk reduction has become a very demanding area. Disaster planning and post-disaster recovery stages 

are both involved in Disaster risk reduction of the Disaster management cycle in relation to disaster risk reduction. 

Develop advanced technic for lifting of structures at construction sites and make disaster management act so that we 

can reduce the disaster and reduce adverse effects of disasters at a construction site. 
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